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Freight Transport Association: Draft consultation response to Night 

Flight Consultation  
 
Q1a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with our proposed environmental 
objective for the next regime? 
 
The FTA agrees with the proposed environmental objective for the next regime, 
namely “Encourage the use of quieter aircraft to limit or reduce the number of people 
significantly affected by aircraft noise at night, while maintaining the existing benefits 
of night flights”.  
 
Q1b. Do you have any additional comments on our proposed environmental 
objective for the next regime?  
FTA research on the economic value of air cargo flown at night clearly illustrates the 
importance of night flights to the UK economy. The full research has been shared 
with the DfT Consultation team separately. 
 
In summary, the current economic impact of air cargo night flying in the UK is 
significant. We estimate that it currently supports around £5.5 billion in GVA and 
8,000 jobs. This equates to around £20 million in GVA per working day.  The balance 
of this impact is heavily weighted towards productivity impacts in the wider economy 
at around £5.1 billion.  This demonstrates the essential role that night flying plays in 
supporting the express and priority freight services that many sectors of the UK 
economy rely on. 
 
The biggest impacts come from operations in the NQP, when much of the flying by 
the express freight airlines is undertaken and which reflects the importance of the 
night time hours in enabling the movement of goods and packages between working 
days. These impacts account for around £4 billion in total impacts around 5,700 jobs. 
 
 
Q2a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with our proposal for the length of  
the next regime? 
 
The FTA agrees with the length of the regime. 
 
Q2b. Do you have any additional comments on our proposal for the length of  
the regime? 
 
The FTA has no comments on this. 
 
Q3a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce a  
new QC/0.125 category for aircraft between 81 and 83.9 EPNdB? 
 
The FTA disagrees with this proposal. While we fully understand the principal and 
the concern over the projected growth of currently-exempt aircraft, it appears from 
the information available that the largest proportion of these aircraft (comprising 
small turboprop freighters and business jets), particularly looking forward, are those 
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used for passenger flights. The consultation paper and supporting Impact 
Assessment (ref pp 15-16) does not indicate the extent to which the current and 
future predicted noise footprint is caused by turboprop freighters. 
 
The Balanced Approach requires the government to take a systematic, evidence-
based approach to aircraft restrictions. In the absence of publicly available evidence 
of the impact of the turboprop freighters it appears that the balanced approach has 
not been implemented in this case.  
 
We fully appreciate that the proposals elsewhere in the paper to increase the 
number of movements at Stansted to account for this (question 6a) will mean there 
should be no change to current operations in the next control period. However 
looking forward, this change does set the scene for a more constricting regime in 
future control periods.  
 
Given the economic importance of air cargo, and the need for UK businesses to 
have maximum flexibility and connectivity (particularly in light of Brexit), we would 
like the DfT to assess and make public the contribution of air freighters compared 
passenger flights to this issue. Depending on the result of this analysis, could the 
DfT consider a more nuanced regime in which freight aircraft are not included in this 
category for the coming control period? 
 
Q3b. How strongly do you agree or disagree with our proposal for all aircraft  
quieter than this to remain QC/0 but count towards the airports movement 
limit?  
 
The FTA has no comments on this as we understand that this would have no 
material impact on freighter operations.  
 
Q3c. Do you have any additional comments on proposals for the Quota Count 
System?  
 
The FTA has no comments on this 
 
Q4a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the proposal for movement  
limits to remain unchanged at Heathrow? 
 
The FTA agrees with this proposal to leave movement limits unchanged in view of 
the decision on a third runway at Heathrow and the recognition by the Government 
of the need for additional capacity to maintain the UK’s connectivity to key 
international markets. 
 
Q4b. Do you have any additional comments on our proposal for Heathrow’s  
movement limit? 
 
Our independent economic analysis (shared in full with the DfT) suggests that the 
total value of air cargo night flying in the whole night period at Heathrow is around 
£1.7 billion in GVA.  This is driven primarily by the productivity effects in the wider 
economy, as express and priority deliveries into London are either lost or 
downgraded.  The impact in the NQP is also substantial at around £630 million. 
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Q5a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the proposal for movement  
limits to remain unchanged at Gatwick? 
 
The FTA agrees with this proposal.  
 
Q5b. Do you have any additional comments on our proposal for Gatwick’s  
movement limit? 
 
The FTA agrees with this proposal.  
 
 
Q6a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the proposal to raise  
Stansted’s movement limits to reflect the current number of exempt aircraft in 
operation? 
 
FTA strongly agrees with this proposal. The consultation paper notes that even with 
the use of 10% carryover and a 10% overrun, Stansted would not have been able to 
accommodate all of these extra movements if they had counted towards the 
movement limits. We strongly agree that the movement limits should be adjusted in 
order to ensure the current benefits of night flights are maintained. This is a good 
example of the application of the Balanced Approach to managing aircraft noise.    
 

Q6b. Do you have any additional comments on our proposal for Stansted’s 
movement limit?  
 
The FTA has no further comments on this proposal.  
 
Q7a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with our proposals to encourage 
the use of quieter aircraft at Heathrow?  
 

The FTA disagrees with the proposal. In its impact assessment DfT that this is the 
first time that modelling of the future fleet mix has been challenging. That said, the 
FTA agrees with the default retirement age made for freighters (30 years), based on 
feedback from our members in the air express industry.  
 
However, the impact assessment appears not to take into account that express 
freighter airlines typically use wide-bodied intercontinental freighters which are larger 
and have a higher QC rating than the aircraft operated by low-cost airlines. Our 
concern is that potentially a reduced noise quote could potentially impose greater 
costs on freighters than passenger aircraft. This issue should be explored further 
before a decision is taken.  
 

Q7b. Do you have any additional comments on how you feel noise quotas can 
best be set in order to encourage the use of quieter aircraft at Heathrow?   
 
Q8a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with our proposals to encourage  
the use of quieter aircraft at Gatwick? 
 
Q8b. Do you have any additional comments on how you feel noise quotas can  
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best be set in order to encourage the use of quieter aircraft at Gatwick?  
 
Q9a. How strongly do you agree or disagree with our proposals to encourage  
the use of quieter aircraft at Stansted? 
 
As noted in the response to question 7a, the FTA has some concerns that the Impact 
Assessment has not taken into account that express freighter airlines typically use 
wide-bodied intercontinental freighters which are larger and have a higher QC rating 
than the aircraft operated by low-cost airlines. 
 
Q9b. Do you have any additional comments on how you feel noise quotas can  
best be set in order to encourage the use of quieter aircraft at Stansted?  
 
In the case of Stansted, the FTA consider that the DfT should take a similar 

approach to the noise quota issue as they have with the movements issue.  

The uplifts DfT are proposing (which the FTA supports) to replace the exempt 
movements lost will mean Stansted have to accommodate even more night flights 
within their noise quota.  However, the DfT then proposal is to use current noise 
quota limits as the starting point for considering reductions for the next regime.  
 
In practice this may lead to movement restrictions for freighters, given that express 
freighter airlines typically use wide-bodied intercontinental freighters which are larger 
and have a higher QC rating than the aircraft operated by low-cost airlines.  
 
The DfT should therefore consider a modes uplift of 3% to take into account aircraft 
in the QC/0.125-.25 range which it is proposed are included in the noise quota with 
the introduction of the new noise category of QC/0.125.  
 

Q10. Do you have any further views on our proposals, or their potential impact  
on the Government's ability to fulfil the requirements of the Public Sector 
Equality Duty?  
 
The FTA has no further comments on this.  
 


